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Investment Objective

Inception date
Liquidity
Management Fee
Performance Fee
Strategy AUM
Firm AUM
Distribution Frequency
Investment Style
Targeted Volatility

1 July 2017
Daily
1%
15%
$122.8 million
$5.77 billion
Semi-annually
Discretionary, medium term
6%

Provide an annualised 5% net return above RBA Cash rate
over rolling 3 year periods.

Characteristics
• Uncorrelated return stream
• Strong emphasis on capital stability
• Lowers overall portfolio volatility
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Rates 79%
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FX 21%
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JP Rates 1%
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Portfolio Commentary
Well that was a tricky month. The fund had a net return of 0.54% in February, thanks to hedges and defensive
positioning.
As we noted in January, we were concerned that we were going to see a correction in equities. We gave two reasons;
1. The pace of the bond sell-off was reaching a level that historically triggered a 5% equity correction
2. Some measures of risk, namely some credit spreads and the volatility index for the US equity market (VIX),
were trading at levels that suggested elevated concern.
Given such, we purchased 3 week protection for an equity market correction (in VIX options). Our goal was not
capitalise on a sharp equity fall, but rather protect the portfolio against the possibility of a sharp equity fall, whilst
maintaining our medium term strong conviction exposure to higher US interest rates. We expect bond yields to trend
higher, and we expect equity markets to have periods of indigestion. As such, this was the 4th time in the last 6 months
we have had short dated VIX protection whilst holding the medium term view. We have also consistently maintained
a short USDJPY FX exposure in options which benefits the portfolio in risk off episodes.
So how did it play out? On February 5th and 6th the US stock market fell over 7%. Over the same 2 days US 10 year
treasuries fell from 2.88% to 2.64%. We were positioned for yields to rise. Had we had that position alone and not
managed it, the fund would be down several percent. But this is what controlling downside is all about. So here is how
it works. Firstly, we work out how much we would lose for the portfolio on a shock like that. Typically, we would close
the positions (we have live stop loss trades in the market) so the loss is limited to say 1.5% of capital. But given our
concerns at end Jan, we didn’t want to risk even that. We tightened our stop loss orders so our maximum loss on US
bonds was limited to 0.75% of capital. Then we calculate how much “insurance” we need to purchase in VIX calls. We
can model how much the VIX index rallies on a 5% or 10% fall in the stock market, and how long it takes to return to
normal, so we can have a reasonable estimate of the performance of our hedge. In addition, looking at the correlations
of USDJPY FX v US bonds, we know our USDJPY FX exposure will also hedge the US bond exposure in this sort of
episode.
The result;
a) As US equities fell, and bonds rallied, the “stop loss” orders were filled. We lost 0.78% on US rates on the 6th,
and by the morning of the 6th we had negligible exposure to US rates.
b) We also de-risk the entire portfolio when the world goes “risk-off” like this. So we reduced our interest rate
positions in Australia and Europe, and our FX exposure in EURUSD. One needs a very simple portfolio when
volatility rises
c) As calculated, our hedges kept our performance positive for the month. The loss on rates was offset by the
profit on the VIX calls and USDJPY FX. We were in a strong position.
d) So we could afford to re-position cautiously for higher yields by using options (limited loss).
Hence by February 7th, we had a simple portfolio positioned entirely in options, structured such that it would
a) Return a flat performance for the month if equities continued to fall
b) Return a positive performance if equities found a bottom and bonds resume their rise in yields.
As it turned out, b) somewhat prevailed. Performance for the month was basically up in equities (0.82% on VIX) and 0.08% in rates. The latter hides some dispersion. We added 0.41% to performance from US rates, but loss 0.10% in
European and 0.35% in Australian rates (where we did not re-establish positions, preferring to keep a simple portfolio
during February). FX performance was flat, but again with wide dispersion. Modest losses were incurred in EURUSD
FX. But we made gains in USDJPY and USDCAD FX. We added a hedge in USDSGD FX (in case equity market weakness
resumed, we viewed it as a cheap hedge given the equity hedges were now expensive). This dragged modestly on
performance.
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Overall we were very happy with performance. We have a strong view that US rates are rising faster than the market
will like, and from time to time equities are going to have a problem with that, perhaps at some point a big problem.
However, as we saw in February, when equities fall sharply, bonds will rally. When volatility increases like that, our
first goal is to protect the portfolio. Our second goal is to generate performance. February was a good example of why
a portfolio should always have live orders in the market to limit losses. It is a process I live by.
Looking forward, we will continue to maintain exposure to higher rates, particularly in the US. We will use options as
much as we can to optimise risk/reward, and hedges in FX and equities when our pricing and risk signals identify good
hedges. Trading a bear market in rates is tricky, and many will struggle with the volatility. Indeed, we won’t always get
the hedges right. But we will always aim to minimise losses whilst capturing our medium term theme (in this case
higher US rates). At month end, the portfolio remains heavily positioned for higher US rates, with hedges
predominantly in USDJPY FX options.
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Outlook

He’s going the distance, he’s going for speed.
Have you ever pushed the limit? Sure you have, just that little bit further, just that little bit faster. It’s the secret to
success. But also sometimes disaster…

(click to skip to Market Outlook)
Perhaps nowhere is breaking that limit as obvious as on a race track. Yet how many of us, as amateurs, love to get in
a car and take it for a spin around a track when we get invited by a dealership, club or friend?
And so it was, when I was living in London, that I was invited to take my car and enjoy a “social” day in the “beautiful
Cotswolds Hills at the historic Prescott Speed Hill Climb, established by the Vintage Sports Car Club in 1937” (was there
a vintage car in 1937!?)
Sounds lovely! What a pleasant day out I think. So I invite my brother in law, and we set of for the country.
We arrive at Prescott, and it’s a hive of activity. Over 100 cars there, of every vintage, with half a dozen already
queueing at the starting point, shooting off every minute. I can’t wait to get going!

But first the safety briefing. A nice middle age lady stands in front of a map of the climb. It’s all very pleasant and jovial.
“Now at the start of the track, there are two big hairpin turns. If you end up in the kitty litter don’t try and drive out,
you will only sink. Wait for us to tow you out. Then you go through the esses up the hill, and you will see a colourful
painted fence at the end, before you hit a long sweeping 180 degree bend at the top of the hill. Be careful here, as
there is no safety barrier, and if you go off your car will roll down the hill”.
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Mmm, that sounds a little scary. So naturally I approach the first lap cautiously. Get the feel for the track. And indeed
the long sweeping bend at the top of the hill is scary. A 3 metre wide track, grass wall on one side, a 45 degree slope
on the other, and no safety rail. At all…

Nonetheless, as the day passes, I naturally feel I am getting pretty good at this. I’ve got the hang of the hairpin turns
at the start. Zooming through the esses. And necessarily cautious through the sweeping top bend. After half a dozen
runs, I’m ready to push the limit just that little bit more.
So last run before lunch, I’m thinking let’s nail it. I rip out of the start, flying into the hairpins. First hairpin the back
pops out just a foot, squirting a little gravel like a rally car. Pretty cool I think. Second hairpin requires maximum brakes,
with the car pulling up so fast I almost stop. And I floor it into the esses, picking the line perfectly. But I’m thinking I
still must be careful when I hit the sweeping turn at the top…
Now the thing about a hill climb is you can’t actually see what’s coming. You’re on a hill, winding around the side, lots
of trees, and lots of bends. So you need to remember what’s after that bend. I was thinking about the sweeping bend
at the top of the hill. Not the next bend. As I came out of the esses, there was suddenly a much sharper turn than I
remembered. Indeed, at my speed, it no longer looked like a turn. Just a wall. (Or as my jovial lady described, “a
colourful painted fence”.)
It was quick. Very quick. First the right front nose hit, then the whole side of the car slammed up against “the colourful
painted fence”. The side airbag went off, and my head hit the roof.
The safety marshal wanders over. “There’s always one”, he says.

(Not my car, but my wall…)
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Market outlook
Now the Fed has been pushing the limit…
As we know, for 7 years they kept the cash rate at zero, and purchased treasury securities to lower interest rates out
to 30 years. The mantra has been growth, growth, growth. And they have been pushing hard. But the economy is not
as nimble as a car. It is more like an oil tanker. It takes a long time to get going, a long time to stop, and a long time to
turn. Unless it sinks…
So the Fed has had the motors running at full steam for 7 years. And let’s call it ¾ throttle for the last 2 years. And the
economy has responded. Not at a blistering pace, but a solid pace, averaging about 2%.
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Now being a tanker, the Fed has to adjust speed and direction early. There is a limit to how far they can push the
economy. And that limit is inflation. But like my painted fence, the inflation risk has not been forefront in the Fed’s
mind. Indeed, they have maintained speed, convinced they have plenty of time to brake.
So when should they brake? Larry Summers will tell you certainly not yet. The modest growth post the financial crisis
he says is due to secular stagnation (a term originally introduced in the great depression, ironically in 1938 just as the
depression ended). I don’t agree. Rogoff and Reinhart’s brilliant book “This Time is Different” has been my post
financial crisis bible. Their message was simple. On average it takes an economy 7 years to return to normal after a
balance sheet recession. Seven years was 2015. 1
Nonetheless, during this time the Fed has been persistently optimistic about the growth recovery. So when they say
they expect 3% growth, the collective response from the market was “of course you do! But you aren’t going to see
it.”
But the world has returned to normal. Around the middle of 2016. Pretty much right on schedule for Rogoff and
Reinhart.

1

Growth in 2015/16 was hurt by the 20%+ appreciation in the USD in H2 14. And compounded by 60% fall in the oil price in H2
14 as well, which led to a capex collapse in shale in 2015. Without these two exogenous events, the US recovery would have
begun in earnest in 2015 right on Rogoff cue.
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And so the Fed has achieved its goal. Time to start easing back on the throttle. And so the 3 rate hikes in 2017. Indeed,
the market never believed the Fed would deliver 3 rate hikes in 2017. After all, they promised the same in 2015 and
16. The chart below shows what the Fed projected for each year, and what the market was expecting, in the December
FOMC meeting prior to year (with exception of 2019, which is forecast from Dec 2017 Fed projection).
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Strangely, after the Fed finally delivered on their forecast in 2017, the market was still well under-pricing the Fed
projection in 2018 and 2019.
So what changed in 2017 for the Fed? The NAIRU 2 gap. Let’s call it the “Brake” sign on the side of a race track. Or the
slow to 5 knots sign for a tanker entering a harbour. The unemployment rate moved decisively through their estimate
of NAIRU in 2017.

2

NAIRU is an acronym for non-accelerating inflation rate of unemployment, and refers to a level of unemployment below which inflation rises.
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Historically the Fed would have had cash rates about 1% above their estimate of neutral (which would be around
4% today) by the time the labour market was this strong.
But given the scarring experience of the financial crisis, the Fed has decided to push the limit. So how much longer are
they pushing the limit? Well, try 3 years! They don’t forecast reaching a restrictive policy stance on interest rates until
3 years after breaching NAIRU…
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Braking a little late? Have they forgotten about the painted fence? Well at least until last year, when Yellen was
determined to hike despite the market’s scepticism.
Still, no need to panic right? They are braking quite hard now. And inflation is just so low, it will be fine. Surely?
Well to be fair, that was my central case before Xmas. A steady pace of rate hikes would slow the economy enough to
limit further significant declines in the unemployment rate, and limit wage and inflation pressures.
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But then along came Donald. During 2017, the market gradually gave up on the expectation that the Republicans
would be able to deliver tax cuts. Indeed, in November the probability assigned by the market for tax cuts to be
delivered by the end of the year was just 20%! Then as Gomer Pyle was fond of saying, “Surprise, Surprise!” Tax cuts
delivered December 22nd. Boom, our US GDP forecast for 2018 just jumped by 0.4%. We were now looking at 2.7%.
Very solid when the Fed is trying to brake.
Meanwhile, the Republicans entered 2018 again grappling with debt ceiling limits and threats of government
shutdowns. And while no one is paying much attention, they reach an agreement to pass a Continuing Resolution on
February 4th that allows for a 390 billion increase in spending over the next year (330 billion on defence). Boom. Our
GDP forecast just went up another 0.4%, to 3.1% for 2018.
So what we have here is the Fed bringing the tanker into harbour, and easing back on the throttle. And then Donald,
like a powerful little tugboat, has hit the rear at full throttle.

The Fed trying to slow, and the government trying to speed up. This size stimulus from the government, with the
economy fully employed, has simply never happened in peace time.

6
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So what happens now? Well the modestly good news is Powell is well aware.
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“I think our view -- my personal view -- would be that there will be a meaningful increment to demand, at least for the
next couple of years, from the combination of those two things” [tax cuts and continuing resolution], he said last
month in front of Congress.
So what does that mean? Well first and foremost, we are going to see a Fed that is resolutely determined to get back
to neutral as quickly and calmly as possible. As the English are fond of saying, “Keep calm and carry on”.
So we expect 4 hikes this year and 4 hikes next year. Isn’t that aggressive? Get real! The last hiking cycle in 2004-2006
was 8 hikes a year. And the Fed thought in hindsight that was too slow…
Will the Fed panic, and put the engines in full reverse? Quite possibly. What does that look like? 1994. 300 points of
rate hikes in 12 months.
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Is that a reasonable comparison? It might be too kind. As I said, the Fed has left braking late. Much later than 1994.
And there was no fiscal stimulus in 1994, no maverick Donald in his tugboat, to overcome. The one comparison to
1994 was that growth sharply accelerated. Greenspan responded ferociously. And legendarily managed a slowdown
rather than a recession. Equities finished the year flat.
What one needs to understand is this is the first time since the Great Depression that the Fed has been actively trying
to lift inflation. So it is the first time they have had monetary policy this loose when the economy is fully employed.
Now many find it hard to imagine inflation ever developing. After all, we have cheap goods from Asia, and the internet
ensuring people always find the cheapest price. There is simple no pricing power.
Except input price measures globally are rising. And rising input prices in China leads to rising import prices in America.
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And would you believe prices are rising on the internet in the US. Indeed, MIT screens 1000’s of internet prices every
month. And they find something rather interesting. Consumers on the internet have no pricing memory. They are only
concerned about the cheapest price today. Not yesterday. So when costs go up, prices go up on the internet. For the
last 12 months, they highlight pricing power in the US (and Japan).

So we have increasing input costs for goods. We have evidence of pricing power on the internet. Oh, and we have the
tightest labour market we have seen in 30 years, with a big acceleration in growth to come. But don’t worry. The
Phillips curve is flat, so they say. A lower unemployment rate no longer leads to higher wages. Doesn’t it? We shall
soon see. We think it is not a curve, but a hockey stick. And wages, although a little low, are perfectly consistent with
their behaviour of the last 30 years 3. We are now at the point when wages historically surge.
3

Chart shows US average hourly earnings (AHE) v the NAIRU gap (advanced 9 months) back to 1986. The AHE all employees data only runs back to 2007. From

1986 to 2007 we use AHE Production and Non supervisor.
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So will that happen? Small businesses in America are telling us they plan to pay more…
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Would you bet against it? How much are you willing to bet? Half your wealth? Because if wages do break higher, the
risk of the Fed over tightening and delivering a recession sky rocket. What do equities do in a recession? Peak to
trough, anywhere from down 20% to down 50%...
Is that going to happen? Well, this is how I think about it. In September we forecast the US 10 year to trade to 3.5%
over the next 12-18 months. This was primarily based on our work around the impact of the unwinding of quantitative
easing, combined with a modest rise in wages and inflation.
Then came the fiscal stimulus. The spending alone will create an extra 50 billion of bond issuance a month this year,
adding 25-50 basis points to our 3.5% forecast. But the fiscal stimulus means the Fed now has a lot of work to do, and
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they know it. So the next 7 to 8 rate hikes are a lock. By the end of 2019, a “good” result would be a Fed cash rate of
3.5%, and a 10 year treasury bond of 3.75%. With that good result, equities could cope, eking out a 5-10% return
each year, but with a lot more volatility than everyone is used to. You probably lose money on your bond portfolio, so
not an ok return for balanced funds.
That is the good outcome.
If wages accelerate quickly to 4%, the Fed has an almighty problem. Historically, they would move aggressively to
slow the economy and anchor inflation expectations. Historically, this typically resulted in a recession (the exception
being 1994). It is very hard to slow an economy “just enough”.
Meanwhile, we have never seen a market more leveraged and invested in low inflation forever. As we have written,
risk parity funds would be toast in this environment. The combination of having to deleverage due to high volatility,
and redemptions, could require as much as 1.5 trillion in bond sales from this group. Into a falling bond market.
And let’s not forget the ETF’s 4. Sure they make up a modest share of the market in many instances. And sure they have
survived some volatile periods well, particularly 2015 in the high-yield market. But would they survive a bond crash? I
think not. After all, they would suffer massive redemptions. And if they are only selling, they only have the liquidity of
the underlying market. Which in credit will be appalling. A blood bath.
So should you worry? It depends how much you want to push the limit. I’ve shown you the charts above. Equities and
credit will be “ok” in the good scenario. In the bad scenario – a breakout in wages and aggressive Fed – all asset classes
will be a bloodbath. Last year I gave the bad scenario a 25% chance. This week Tim Toohey and I are debating whether
it is a 33% chance or a 50% chance. It is hard to be too scientific. But it is not hard to be prudent. What’s your
probability?
For us, we are heavily positioned short US bonds (across the whole curve). We will perform nicely in the good
scenario. The bad scenario will be nirvana for us and macro funds (as long as they have someone who remembers how
to trade a bear market in rates!) 5
Historically surprise developments in the macro economy often result in poor returns in traditional investments. It is
a time to be prudent in bonds, equities, credit, REITs and infrastructure. Anything that has benefitted from low
interest rates in the world. And be aggressive in macro investing, or any investment that can benefit from rising
interest rates. A Fed that has been well and truly testing the limit, now has a massive fiscal stimulus at exactly the
wrong time. They will hit the brakes hard and hope for the best. I can’t recall a more exciting outlook for macro
investing in my 29 years of managing money.

Brett Gillespie

8th March, 2018

4

Exchange traded funds
Bear bond markets create plenty of risk off episodes that cause retracements in the bond markets, making it difficult to hold
positions. A portfolio has to be nimble, risk controlled and ideally carrying protection for sharp equity falls. Options are a very
useful way to maintain exposure and weather volatility if well-constructed.

5
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For further information, please contact either:
Andrew Seddon
0417 249 577
aseddon@ellerstoncapital.com

Simon Glazier
0410 452 949
sglazier@ellerstoncapital.com

DISCLAIMER
This newsletter has been prepared by Ellerston Capital Limited ABN 34 110 397 674 AFSL 283 000, responsible entity of the Ellerston Global Macro Fund (ARSN 617 222 74)
without taking account the objectives, financial situation or needs of individuals. For further information, contact info@ellerstoncapital.com. Units in the Fund are issued by
Ellerston Capital Limited to ‘wholesale’ investors as defined in the Corporations Act 2001. This information is current as at the date on the first page.
This material has been prepared based on information believed to be accurate at the time of publication. Assumptions and estimates may have been made which may
prove not to be accurate. Ellerston Capital undertakes no responsibility to correct any such inaccuracy. Subsequent changes in circumstances may occur at any time and
may impact the accuracy of the information. To the full extent permitted by law, none of Ellerston Capital Limited, or any member of the Ellerston Capital Limited Group of
companies makes any warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of the information in this newsletter and disclaims all liability that may arise due to any information
contained in this newsletter being inaccurate, unreliable or incomplete.
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